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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a study of piano pedalling technique
recognition on the sustain pedal utilising gesture data that is
collected using a novelmeasurement system. The recognition
is comprised of two separate tasks: onset/offset detection
and classification. The onset and offset time of each ped-
alling technique was computed through signal processing
algorithms. Based on features extracted from every segment
when the pedal is pressed, the task of classifying the seg-
ments by pedalling technique was undertaken using machine
learning methods. We exploited and compared a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) and a hidden Markov model (HMM)
for classification. Recognition results can be represented by
customised pedalling notations and visualised in a score
following system.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Music performance is not only the realisation of the categor-
ical pitch and duration information in the score, but it also
involves an interpretation by the player, leading to expres-
sive performance. An accurate transcription method should
be able to detect the performance characteristics from both
the intention of the composer written in the score and the
interpretation of players, for instance, in the particular case
of the piano, the use of pedals. Composers like Chopin and
Liszt indicated the use of pedals actively in their work [11],
while Debussy rarely notated pedalling despite the impor-
tance of pedals for the correct interpretation of his music
[10]. Experts agree that pedalling in the same piano passage
can be executed in many different ways even if pedal mark-
ings are given [3]. This is adjusted by the performer’s sense
of tempo, dynamics, textural balance, and the settings or
milieu in which the performance takes place [10].
Modern pianos usually have either two or three pedals,

among which the most frequently used is the sustain pedal.
Using the sustain pedal is one of the main musical gestures
to create different artistic expression in piano performance.
It lifts all dampers and sets all strings into vibration due to
sympathetic coupling. There are three main pedalling tech-
niques considering the timing of the pedal with respect to
the notes. Rhythmic pedalling is employed when the pedal is
pressed exactly or very nearly at the same time as the notes.
This technique supports metrical accentuation, which is an
important aspect of Classic-era performance. Pressing the
pedal immediately after the note attack is called syncopated
or legato pedalling. This enables the performer to produce
seamless legato. Anticipatory pedalling, first described in
the 20th century, can only be applied after a silence and be-
fore the notes are played. This technique is used to produce
greater resonance at the commencement of the sound. Be-
sides variation in pedal timing, professional pianists apply
other pedalling techniques that change as a function of the
depth of the sustain pedal. These techniques include part-
pedalling and fluttering pedal. Especially part-pedalling is
used very often to colour the resonance subtly. Three or four
levels of the sustain pedal are commonly defined in order to
interpret the usage of part-pedalling.
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No compositional markings exist however to indicate the
variety of pedalling techniques mentioned above [12]. Al-
though recognising and notating pedal use can benefit many
applications, including automatic pedalling transcription or
educational purposes, detecting pedalling parameters from
the audio signal alone is a rather challenging task [4]. The
purpose of this study is to devise a method for reliable recog-
nition of pedalling techniques using gesture data collected
with sensors from recorded piano performance. This can com-
plement audio-based recognition or provide ground truth for
developing algorithms that rely on audio only. The proposed
method indicates the onset and offset times of the sustain
pedal and the extent of the use of part-pedalling.

Machine learning can facilitate the analysis of expressive
gestural features in music performance. This is primarily
because of their ability to adopt to individual differences
between players or interpretations, owing to their probabilis-
tic representations of underlying signal data, or the ability
to learn and exploit dependencies between the techniques
employed [2]. Both Rasamimanana et al. [9] and Young [14]
used a classifier based on the k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN)
algorithm to recognise violin bowing techniques. For piano
playing gestures, Van Zandt-Escobar et al. [15] developed
PiaF to extract variations in pianists’ performance based
on given gesture references, and use these estimated vari-
ations to manipulate audio effects and synthesis processes.
However, the inclusion of pedalling techniques was not con-
sidered as part of gesture sensing in this or other related
studies. Commercial computerised reproducing pianos such
as Bösendorfer CEUS and Yamaha Disklavier have the ability
to record continuous pedal position, but no intuitive repre-
sentation of pedal usage is returned to users.
The approach taken in this paper follows the aforemen-

tioned ideas. Onset and offset time of pedalling gesture on
the sustain pedal are firstly detected using signal processing
methods. Two machine learning based methods (SVM and
HMM) are proposed for classifying the segment between
every onset and offset by four pedalling techniques (quarter,
half, three-quarters and full pedal). Our pedalling technique
recognition is demonstrated in an audio-based score align-
ment system, extended with markings of pedal use visualised
in the context of the score.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. We first

describe the database that was built for our recognition task
in Section 2. We then present the recognition process of ped-
alling techniques in Section 3. Recognition results of HMM
and SVM classifiers are shown in Section 4. We conclude our
work discussing potential applications in Section 5.

2 DATABASE CONSTRUCTION
Pedalling gesture of the sustain pedal can be captured using a
new measurement system taken from our previous work [5].

Table 1: Number of pedalling instances in the music
excerpts from our database.

Music Excerpts 1/4 1/2 3/4 full pedal
Op.10 No.3 14 13 7 5
Op.23 No.1 7 17 8 29
Op.28 No.4 17 24 5 24
Op.28 No.6 9 27 5 17
Op.28 No.7 2 10 3 1
Op.28 No.15 7 34 4 22
Op.28 No.20 9 12 11 17

Op.66 6 21 10 11
Op.69 No.2 2 15 10 24

B.49 3 51 8 17
Sums 76 224 71 167

In this system, near-filed optical reflectance sensing was used
to measure the continuous pedal position with the help of
Omron EESY1200 sensors. These were mounted in the pedal
bearing block in order to avoid interference with pianists.
The output voltage of the sensors was calibrated through a
custom-built Printed Circuit Board (PCB) and recorded at
22.05kHz sampling rate using the analogue input of Bela1,
which is an open-source embedded platform for real-time,
ultra-low-latency audio and sensor processing on the Bea-
gleBone Black [6]. The piano sound can be synchronously
recorded at 44.1kHz with the audio input to Bela as well.
The measurement system was deployed on the sustain

pedal of a Yamaha baby grand piano. A pianist was asked to
perform ten excerpts of Chopin’s piano music using sheet
music. Instructions describing the extent to which the sus-
tain pedal should be pressed in each musical phrase were
notated in the scores by the experimenter. The audio and
the gesture data were then recorded to files. The gesture
data was labelled according to the notated score in order to
provide a basic ground truth dataset. Table 1 presents the
number of instances of each pedalling technique in the music
excerpts we recorded.

3 PEDALLING RECOGNITION
Our task is to recognise when and which pedalling tech-
nique were employed using the gesture data. This task was
completed by using pedal onset and offset detection comple-
mented by SVM- or HMM-based classification as described
in the following sections. As we mentioned in Section 1, pi-
anists vary their usage of pedalling techniques when the
music piece or performance venue is changed. This requires
calibration or automatic adaptation to how a techniques is
used in a particular venue or a particular musician. Manually

1http://bela.io/
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Figure 1: Recognition process.

setting the thresholds to classify the level of part-pedalling is
therefore inefficient. We decided to use the supervised learn-
ing to train SVM or HMM classifiers in a data-driven manner.
To this end, we employed the scikit-learn [7] and hmmlearn2
libraries to construct our SVM and HMM separately.

Figure 1 illustrates the overall process of recognition. On-
set and offset times were determined using signal processing
methods. Features were extracted from every segment which
were defined by the gesture data between the detected onset
and offset times.We observed that the shape of the histogram
of the data in each segment fitted the normal distribution.
Gaussian parameters were therefore extracted as features of
the sensor signal for each instance of pedal use: µ is mean of
the distribution and σ is standard deviation. Despite pedal
position is measured and its use may be interpreted in a con-
tinuous space, classification of pedalling as discrete events
and discrete types may benefit applications such as transcrip-
tion and visualisation. We exploited an SVM and a HMM
separately to classify the detected pedalling segments. A
subset of our dataset was then used to train the classifier in
order to output the label of the classified pedalling technique
based on the features received from the remaining data. Label
number 1 to 4 correspond to the quarter, half, three-quarters
and full pedal technique. The recognition results maintained
synchronised time with the audio file. They were then used
as the inputs of our visualisation system.

Onset and Offset Detection
Figure 2 presents the process of onset and offset detection.
The value of raw gesture data represents the position changes

2http://hmmlearn.readthedocs.org/
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Figure 2: Onset and offset detection.

of the sustain pedal. The smaller the value, the deeper the
pedal was pressed. It was first smoothed using a Savitzky-
Golay filter, which is a particular type of low-pass filter well-
adapted for smoothing noisy time series data [8]. This could
avoid spurious peaks in the signal and the detection of false
pedalling onsets or offsets. Based on the filtered data, ped-
alling onset and offset times were detected by comparing the
data with a threshold (green dashed line). The threshold was
selected by choosing the minimum value (green triangle)
from a peak detection algorithm, i.e. the smallest peak. The
moment when the value of data is smaller than the thresh-
old is considered as the onset time (red dashed line), while
larger is the offset time (black dashed line). In this way, each
segment was defined by data between the onset and offset
time. For example, there are 16 segments detected in Figure 2.
Gaussian parameters of every segment were then extracted
as the features for further classification.

Classification
The SVM algorithm finds the maximum margin hyperplane
that separates two classes of data. If the data in the feature
space are not linearly separable, they can be projected into
a higher dimensional space and converted into a separable
problem. For our SVM-based classification, we employed
a SVM with linear kernel as a discriminative classifier to
categorise one dimensional data into pedalling techniques. It
essentially learns an optimal threshold for classification in a
data-driven manner, avoiding the use of heuristic threshold.

The second method we employed and evaluated is HMM-
based classification of time series data. A HMM is a statistical
model that can be used to describe the evolution of observ-
able events that depend on hidden variables which are not

http://hmmlearn.readthedocs.org/
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Figure 3: An HMMwith 4 states representing four pedalling
techniques. ai j is the probability to transition from state si
to state sj .

directly observable. In our framework, the observations are
the features from gesture data and the hidden states are the
four pedalling techniques to be classified for our case. In
our dataset which consists of Chopin’s music, various ped-
alling techniques were used constantly. We assumed that
learning the transition probability of the hidden states could
reveal musicological meanings in terms of the extensive use
of pedal for an expressive performance. We then employed
our HMM model employed for classification. This was done
by finding the optimal state sequence associated with the
given observation sequence. The structure of our fully con-
nected HMM with four states is shown in Figure 3, where
states may exhibit self transition or transition into any of the
three other states. We trained the probabilistic parameters
for our HMM with Gaussian emissions. The hidden state
sequence that was most probable to have produced a given
observation sequence is discovered using Viterbi decoding.

Visualisation
In order to demonstrate a practical application of the above
system, a piano pedalling visualisation system was devel-
oped that can present the captured data and the classification
results to the pianist in the context of the score. a The visual-
isation system employed a score following implementation
[13] in Matlab which aligns the musical score the audio
recording of the piece. We extended this implementation to
align the recognition results of pedalling techniques of the
same piece given the detected onset and offset times and the
pedalling technique. A screen shot of this system is shown
in Figure 4. A music score has to be selected by the user first.
After importing the audio recording and the corresponding
pedalling recognition results of the same piece, they are dis-
played using the following markup: blue circles indicate the
sounding notes in the score according to the audio, a star
indicates pedal onset while the green square marks a pedal
offset. The more dark red and lower a star is, the deeper the
sustain pedal was pressed.

Figure 4: Screen shot of the visualisation system.

4 RESULTS
This present work focusses on the evaluation of pedalling
technique classification. In terms of the quantity of our
ground truth dataset, the performance of SVM and HMM
were compared by conducting leave-one-group-out cross-
validation. In this scheme, samples were grouped in terms
of music excerpts. Table 2 shows the F-measure score of
HMM and SVM classifiers respectively. Both classifiers were
validated in each music excerpt where the data need to be
classified, while the rest of the excerpts constitute the train-
ing set. A mean F-measure score of 0.801 and 0.925 was
obtained for the HMM and SVM respectively.

Table 2: F-measure score of SVM and HMM.

Music Excerpts HMM F-score SVM F-score
Op.10 No.3 0.744 0.873
Op.23 No.1 0.902 0.967
Op.28 No.4 0.914 0.950
Op.28 No.6 0.759 0.906
Op.28 No.7 0.688 1.000
Op.28 No.15 0.627 0.919
Op.28 No.20 0.816 0.848

Op.66 0.938 0.938
Op.69 No.2 0.804 0.883

B.49 0.823 0.969
Mean 0.801 0.925

We suspect that the lower score of HMM is resulting from
the fact that it was trained in a non-discriminative man-
ner. The HMM parameters were estimated by applying the
maximum likelihood approach, using the samples from the
training set and disregarding the rival classes. Furthermore,
a causality of one pedal position being followed by a cer-
tain other position may be unnecessary or adds very little
value when the individual pedal events are separated from
each other by long offset phases. For this reason, the learn-
ing criterion was not related to factors that may yield an
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improvement of the recognition accuracy directly. The re-
ported results can possibly be improved using the Hidden
Markov SVM (HM-SVM) proposed in [1] as a discrimina-
tive learning technique for labelling sequences based on the
combination of the two learning algorithms.

5 CONCLUSION
We presented the recognition results of piano pedalling tech-
niques on the sustain pedal using gesture data collected
using a dedicated sensor system. The temporal location of
pedalling events were recognised using onset and offset de-
tection through signal processing methods. The employed
pedalling technique was then recognised using supervised
machine learning based classification. Two classifiers using
SVM and HMM were trained to separate the data into quar-
ter, half, three-quarters or full pedalling technique. In our
evaluation SVM outperformed the HMM based method.

The recognition results and the corresponding piano sound
may be used in a score following application that visualises
the performance parameters related to pedalling. This ex-
emplifies a practical application of the system in music edu-
cation or performance analysis. The techniques introduced
in this study require sensors to be mounted on the piano
which is not always practical, and may not help to analyse
existing or historical recordings. Our future work includes
the development of audio-based pedalling recognition tech-
niques. This study can contribute to providing the ground
truth dataset for detecting pedalling techniques from the
audio alone. Evaluation of the visualisation system has not
yet been conducted with users, which also constitutes future
work.
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